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Nodal loop appears when two bands, typically one electron-like and one hole-like, are crossing
each other linearly along a one-dimensional manifold in the reciprocal space. Here we propose a
new type of nodal loop which emerges from crossing between two bands which are both electron-like
(or hole-like) along certain direction. Close to any point on such loop (dubbed as a type-II nodal
loop), the linear spectrum is strongly tilted and tipped over along one transverse direction, leading
to marked differences in magnetic, optical, and transport responses compared with the conventional
(type-I) nodal loops. We show that the compound K4P3 is an example that hosts a pair of type-II
nodal loops close to the Fermi level. Each loop traverses the whole Brillouin zone, hence can only
be annihilated in pair when symmetry is preserved. The symmetry and topological protections of
the loops as well as the associated surface states are discussed.
Topological metals and semimetals have become a fo-
cus of current physics research [1, 2]. These materi-
als feature nontrivial band-crossings in their low-energy
band structures, around which the quasiparticles be-
have drastically different from the usual Schro¨dinger-type
fermions. Depending on its dimensionality, the crossing
manifold may take zero-dimensional (nodal point), one-
dimensional (nodal loop), or two-dimensional (nodal sur-
face) form [3]. There has already been extensive studies
on nodal points, especially on so-called Weyl and Dirac
semimetal materials [4–17]. Recently, nodal loops be-
gin to attract considerable interest: several nodal-loop
materials have been proposed, with interesting physical
consequences revealed [18–33].
Consider the generic case of a nodal loop formed by the
linear crossing between two bands in a three-dimensional
system. Close to any point P on the loop, the dispersion
is linear along the two transverse directions of the loop,
and is at least quadratic along the tangential direction.
The low-energy effective model near P can be expressed
as (set ~ = 1)
H = v1q1σx + v2q2σy +w · q, (1)
up to first order in the wave-vector q measured from P .
Here qi’s (i = 1, 2) are the components of q along two
orthogonal transverse directions [see Fig. 1(a)], vi’s are
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic figure of a nodal loop. q1 and q2 label
the two transverse directions. (b) and (c) illustrate the type-I
and type-II dispersions along the q1 direction.
the Fermi velocities, and σ’s are Pauli matrices denoting
the two-band degree of freedom. The last term with a
vector w in (1) represents a tilt of the spectrum, such
that the energies of the two eigenstates |u±(q)〉 are given
by
E± = w · q ±
√
v21q
2
1 + v
2
2q
2
2 . (2)
In the q1-q2 plane, the tilt is most effective along the w⊥
direction, where w⊥ = (w1, w2, 0) is the projection of w
onto the q1-q2 plane.
When |w⊥| is small, the spectrum shows a usual
band-crossing pattern for conventional nodal loops [see
Fig. 1(b)]: the crossing is of linear-type, and the slopes of
two bands have opposite signs for all directions in the q1-
q2 plane. The spectrum is then fully gapped along a small
loop ` encircling the nodal loop [Fig. 1(a)], such that ` is
characterized by a pi Berry phase:
∮
`
〈u−|i∇qu−〉·dq = pi,
which may be intuitively understood by tracing the wind-
ing of the pseudospin σ for the lower band when moving
around `. When the system possesses both time reversal
(T ) and inversion (P) symmetries, and when the spin-
orbit coupling (SOC) can be neglected, the Berry phase
along any closed loop must be quantized in unit of pi [34],
providing a topological protection of the nodal loop from
gap-opening. Another commonly encountered protection
mechanism comes from mirror reflection symmetry: a
nodal loop in a mirror-invariant plane is protected when
the two crossing bands have opposite mirror eigenvalues.
In this work, we propose the existence of a previously
unrecognized type of nodal loops, which appear when
|w⊥| becomes large enough such that the tilt term dom-
inates the spectrum in Eq. (2). This happens when
|w⊥|2 >
√
v21w
2
1 + v
2
2w
2
2. In such case, the spectrum
becomes completely tipped over along the w⊥ direction
[Fig. 1(c)], where the two crossing bands now have the
same sign for their slopes. (Note that for directions
away from w⊥, the spectrum may still be of the usual
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2type.) Parallel to the discussion in the context of nodal
points [35, 36], we term such type of loops as type-II,
to distinguish them from the conventional (type-I) nodal
loops.
We first point out that type-II nodal loops could share
the same protection mechanisms as their type-I coun-
terparts. The Berry phase is still well-defined, although
there may not be a global gap along the loop ` (local gap
at each point on ` is sufficient for a well-defined Berry
phase). Indeed, the winding of the pseudospin σ is not
affected by the tilt, which only acts as a q-dependent
overall energy shift.
Consider the case when the loop lies in a mirror plane.
Then the tilt vector w is constrained to be in this plane.
Assuming that w is along the q1 direction, the condi-
tion for a type-II (type-I) nodal loop becomes |w| > |v1|
(|w| < |v1|). One simplest model that describes a single
nodal loop may be written as
H =
1
2m
k2ρ +
1
2η
(k2ρ − k20)σx + vzkzσy, (3)
where kρ =
√
k2x + k
2
y, m, η, and k0 are model param-
eters. The model describes a nodal loop with radius k0
in the kz = 0 plane. Evidently, it contains (1) as a low-
energy model via identifying q1 to be along the in-plane
radial direction kˆρ, and q2 to be along kˆz-direction, with
the correspondences that v1 = k0/η, and w = k0/mkˆρ.
Hence the loop is type-II (type-I) when |η/m| > 1 (< 1).
One observes that in the type-I case, the loop is formed
by the crossing between an electron-like band and a hole-
like band. Whereas for |η/m| > 1, the tilt term (first
term in Eq. (3)) dominates, making both bands electron-
like or hole-like along the radial direction depending on
the sign of m, and their intersection makes the type-II
nodal loop.
The distinction between type-II and type-I loops can
be observed from the geometry of their constant energy
surfaces, which are shown in Fig. 2(a,b) for the q1-q2
plane (kρ-kz plane) intersecting the ring. One observes
that for type-I loop, the equi-energy contours are closed
ellipses encircling the loop. When the Fermi energy is
aligned to that of the loop (set as zero energy in the fig-
ure), the Fermi surface is simply given by the loop. In
contrast, the equi-energy contours for type-II loop be-
come hyperbolas [37], and at the energy of the loop, the
contour coincides with the two asymptotes.
The qualitative difference between the shapes of their
constant energy surfaces will manifest in a variety of
physical properties. For example, under a magnetic field,
electrons orbit around constant energy surfaces, the dif-
ferent types of orbits will produce contrasting signals in
magneto-oscillations [38–40] (such as de Haas-van Alphen
oscillations); and the transition from elliptic to hyper-
bolic type orbits, e.g., by varying the magnetic field di-
rection for a type-II nodal loop, would typically be ac-
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FIG. 2. Equi-energy contours in the q1-q2 plane for (a) type-
I and (b) type-II loops. Comparison of (c) JDOS and (d)
optical energy absorption rate for the two types of loops. Here
we used model (3) with parameters k0 = 1.7 nm
−1, η = 0.4me
(me is the free electron mass), and vz = 1 × 105 m/s. We
take m = 0.04me for type-II case and m→∞ for type-I case.
Fermi level is set at the loop’s energy for each case. In (d), the
light E-field is polarized along y-direction with a peak value
of 0.1 mV/nm.
companied by a Landau level collapse phenomenon [41].
One notes from Fig. 2(a,b) that the positive and nega-
tive energy contours have a much less overlap for type-II
loop than for type-I. This is a natural consequence of
both bands being electron-like (or hole-like), and could
lead to marked difference in their optical response. As-
suming the Fermi level is at the loop’s energy, optical ab-
sorption involves transitions from negative energy states
to positive energy states at the same k-point. Compared
to the type-I case, the positive and negative energy states
for a type-II loop are largely separated in k-space, lead-
ing to much smaller absorption at low energies. This
difference can be inferred from the joint density of states
(JDOS): D(ω) = 1V
∑
k δ(Ec,k−Ev,k−ω), and the optical
energy absorption rate: R(ω) = 2piω∑k |Mcv|2δ(Ec,k −
Ev,k − ω). Here Mcv is the optical transition matrix ele-
ment, and note that Ec (Ev) is for states above (below)
the Fermi level. In Fig. 2(c) and 2(d), we plot JDOS
and R (for light with linear polarization in the xy-plane)
calculated for the model in Eq. (3). One indeed observes
that both quantities are much suppressed for the type-II
case.
We also briefly remark that for carrier transport in the
plane of the loop, the type-II loop may have a higher
mobility than the type-I case. This is because that
while they both share the enhancement due to pi Berry
phase [20], the low-energy states near a point on the type-
II loop are propagating roughly at the same direction,
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FIG. 3. (a) Crystal structure of K4P3. (b) Brillouin zone with
high symmetry points labeled. (c) Electronic band structure
of K4P3 and the projected density of states (PDOS). The red
arrow indicates the crossing point on a type-II nodal loop.
while the opposite-propagating states are located at the
other end of the loop (c.f. Fig. 1), thus momentum re-
laxation by scattering would be less efficient as compared
with the type-I case [42].
We now describe a concrete material realization for
the type-II nodal loops—the crystalline compound K4P3.
The single crystal K4P3 solid has been synthesized ex-
perimentally through reaction of red phosphorous with
excess potassium [43]. The material is a stable param-
agnetic metal at ambient condition, taking a W3CoB3-
type orthorhombic structure with space group No. 63
(Cmcm) [43] [see Fig. 3(a)]. The structure has angu-
lar P3-chains, with each P atom lying in the center of
a trigonal prism formed by six K+ ions [44, 45]. The
detailed structure information can be found in Ref. [43],
and experimental lattice parameters (a = b = 6.141 A˚,
c = 14.788A˚) [43] are used in the calculation. For the
following discussion, it is important to note the pres-
ence of two symmetries: the inversion symmetry P and
the glide mirror symmetry M about (110) plane [with
(x, y, z)→ (x,−y, z + 1/2)].
We performed first-principles calculations based on
the density functional theory (DFT), as implemented in
the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package [46, 47]. The
ionic potentials were modeled with the projector aug-
mented wave method [48], and the exchange-correlation
functional was approximated in the generalized gradient
approximation with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)
realization [49]. The cutoff energy was chosen as 400
eV, and the Brillouin zone (BZ) was sampled with a Γ-
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FIG. 4. (a) Schematic figure showing the location of the type-
II loops in the (110) plane, and (b) shows the corresponding
result from DFT. The color-map shows the local gap between
the two crossing bands. (c) Parameters of effective model (1)
obtained by fitting the DFT band structure.
centered k-mesh of size 12 × 12 × 6. The energy and
force convergence criteria were set to be 10−5 eV and
0.01 eV/A˚, respectively. The band structures with and
without SOC show very little difference, hence SOC is
neglected in the following discussion. The surface states
were investigated using the method with maximally lo-
calized Wannier functions [50–52].
The band structure of K4P3 is shown in Fig. 3(c). One
observes that the system is metallic, and from the pro-
jected density of states (PDOS), the low-energy states are
mainly from the p-orbitals of P atoms. There are two low-
energy bands, which cross each other linearly along Γ-X,
forming a crossing point as indicated in Fig. 3(c). Since
the system preserves both P and T symmetries, which
dictates a vanishing Berry curvature field [53], this linear
crossing point cannot be isolated. Indeed, a careful scan
of the band structure reveals that the crossing between
the two bands form a pair of nodal loops, as illustrated
in Fig. 4(a,b). The two loops are lying in the (110) plane,
as constrained by the M symmetry, and they are quite
straight. The energy variation along the loops is small
(< 0.01 eV), and the loops can be brought even closer
to the Fermi level by doping or applying pressure [54].
Interestingly, each loop traverses the whole BZ, a fea-
ture that has important consequences to be discussed in
a while.
Most important for our discussion is the observation
that the dispersion around the loop is of type-II in the
mirror plane along the [1¯10] direction. Model (1) can be
used to fit the DFT band structure. Since each loop is
almost a straight line along kz, q1 and q2 can be taken as
orthogonal components along [1¯10] and [110] directions
respectively. The tilt vector w is in the q1 direction as
required byM, and its sign is opposite for the two loops.
The fitted parameters are plotted in Fig. 4(c). The value
of |w| slightly varies around 2.5 × 105 m/s, while both
v1 and v2 are maximum at kz = 0 and approach zero
towards the Brillouin zone boundary. Most importantly,
one observes that |w| > |v1| for the whole loop, therefore,
the loop is type-II.
The type-II loops here have two independent symme-
try protections. One protection is from the P and T
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FIG. 5. Evolution of the loops when changing the angle γ
between a and b axis, for (a) γ = 55◦, (b) γ = 65.5◦, and (c)
γ = 67◦.
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FIG. 6. (a) Projected spectrum on (110) surface, and (b) the
corresponding constant energy slice at -0.2 eV. The white dot
in (a) marks the projected bulk band crossing point. The
arrows indicate the drumhead-like surface states.
symmetries, which ensures a quantized pi Berry phase for
any close path encircling each loop. The other protection
is fromM since the two crossing bands have oppositeM
eigenvalues, as we have checked in DFT result. Conse-
quently, the loop is stable against perturbations as long
as one of the two protections is preserved.
Here each type-II loop is traversing the whole BZ. Such
kind of loop is topologically distinct from those which
are not penetrating the BZ, because the former can-
not be continuously contracted to a point [3], whereas
the latter can. Mathematically, the BZ is topologically
equivalent to a three-dimensional torus T3. Closed loops
on T3 can be classified under its fundamental homotopy
group pi1(T3) = Z3, labeled by three integers, each in-
dicating the number of times the loop winds around
one of the three directions. In this sense, the nodal
loops not traversing BZ belong to the trivial class with
Z3 = (0, 0, 0) (which includes a single point), whereas
the loops here belong to the (0, 0, 1) class. Hence the
two kinds of loops cannot be continuously deformed into
each other. This also means that with preserved symme-
try, each of the two loops here cannot be annihilated by
itself; they can only annihilate in pair. One such scenario
is shown in Fig. 5, where we vary the angle γ between a
and b axis, which preserves the crystal symmetry. With
increasing γ, the two loops are moving towards the BZ
center and finally annihilate with each other.
Nodal loops usually possess drumhead-like surface
states [18]. In Fig. 6, we show the spectrum of the (110)
surface of K4P3. Indeed, one observes the drumhead sur-
face band emanated from the bulk nodal points. The sur-
face band connects the two loops through the surface BZ
boundary. We verify that each bulk line along [110] di-
rection and in the surface band region carries a quantized
pi Berry phase, hence contributing a state at the surface
terminated by vacuum [54]. One also notes an additional
surface band with slightly higher energy which we find is
originated from the surface dangling bonds.
Before closing, we mention that the type-II nodal loops
in K4P3 and the associated surface states can be directly
probed via angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy.
In addition, the type-II nature of the loops may also
manifest in the contrast between DOS and JDOS, and
in the magnetic response of K4P3, as discussed in [54].
We also point out that besides type-I and type-II loops,
there could also be a hybrid type for which the tilt vec-
tor dominates only over part of the loop. In terms of
physical properties, the hybrid type should be interme-
diate between type-I and type-II. We find real materi-
als that possess such hybrid loops, e.g., in the ScCd-
type transition-metal intermetallic materials [55]. Hy-
brid nodal lines connecting nexus points have also been
predicted in Bernal stacked graphite [56–58]. Finally, for
K4P3, the direction of tilt vector is pinned onto the glide
mirror plane, but for systems with reduced symmetry,
the tilt vector may wind around when going along the
loop. How such variation would affect physical proper-
ties could be an interesting topic to investigate in future
works.
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